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Concentrating almost entirely on the transfer baggage evidence, Adequately Explained by Stupidity? Lockerbie, Luggage
and Lies exposes shocking deficiencies in the Lockerbie case. Grievous flaws were found in both the police inquiry
and the forensic investigation, with tunnel vision, closed minds and perhaps worse combining to �overlook� clues that
should have been central to the case. It also dissects the machinations indulged in by the Crown in 2000 in order to
achieve a conviction in the face of evidence which pointed in a different direction.

Dr. Kerr has been given access to reports, statements and photographs and has analysed the information with
forensic rigour. Her analysis proves conclusively that the bomb that brought down the plane was introduced at
Heathrow airport, London, and not at Malta as claimed by the Crown prosecution. The key to the case is shown to
be the suitcases that were transferred to the doomed aircraft from various incoming flights; their ownership, their
appearance, and the exact pattern of the damage they suffered. The most stunning twist comes when the Crown
strategy at the trial in 2000 is shown to involve a 180-degree reversal of all the earlier thinking on the
luggage arrangements, a manoeuvre without which acquittals would have been certain.

The narrative provides details and insights which will be new even to the most seasoned Lockerbie pundit, while
remaining accessible to those with little or no previous familiarity with the subject. By the end, the reader will see
all the main planks of the �official� account of the Lockerbie disaster comprehensively destroyed.

Key Selling Points: 
• Published on the 25th anniversary of the Lockerbie disaster, which happened on 21st December 1988.
• Morag has been Secretary Depute of �Justice for Megrahi� since 2010, and is the author of the widely-acclaimed

pamphlet Lockerbie: Fact and Fiction.
• On 23rd December 1988, Morag was driving on the A74. This was the stimulus for her research into the subject. 
• Foreword by Terry Waite, CBE
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TUNNEL VISION OR ORGANISED COVER-UP?
HOW THE LOCKERBIE INVESTIGATION

GOT THE WRONG MAN

Twenty-five years after Maid of the Seas crashed on the
town of Lockerbie, Morag G. Kerr�s groundbreaking
book introduces an entirely new perspective on the
controversial investigation and subsequent conviction
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Morag comments on how she came to be involved in the Lockerbie case bombing just two days after the
incident. �Late at night on 23rd December 1988 I drove north on the half-blocked A74 past Lockerbie, the smell of
burning in my nostrils and the knowledge of utter horror in the blackness to my right. Since then the disaster has
held special fascination for me. I was aware from 2001 of widespread concern that the conviction of Abdelbaset al-
Megrahi was unsound, but knew little of the specifics. In August 2009, when it appeared as if Kenny MacAskill had
engineered the withdrawal of Megrahi�s appeal as a quid pro quo for compassionate release, I was incensed.

�I began to read up on the specifics, intrigued to know if there was any substance to the conspiracy theories, or if
perhaps the prosecution case was stronger than many people believed. Soon my main interest was the baggage
transfer evidence. How had the police originally eliminated the �Bedford suitcase�, seen in the position of the
explosion before the feeder flight �supposedly carrying the bomb� landed? Why was it an essential part of the Crown
case at the 1991 Fatal Accident Inquiry that this suitcase had remained where Bedford saw it, but at the trial in 2000
it was equally essential that it had been moved? Did the baggage handler in question say he moved it, or not? Why
was he not called to give evidence? Why was no evidence led as to what legitimate luggage had been put into that
container at Heathrow? 

The Crown had almost total control over what was presented to the court and what
was not. What they didn�t tell the judges was far more important than what they did.

�The more I read, the more I became convinced this was the heart of the case, and that something very wrong had
happened in the first few weeks of the investigation. In 2010, as a result of my interest in the case, I was asked to
join the committee of Justice for Megrahi, as Secretary Depute. Following on from this connection, I was given
access to the necessary statements, reports and photographs to find out if my suspicions were correct. They were.
The statements and the forensic findings taken together absolutely contradicted the conclusions reached by the
court and showed the �Bedford suitcase� to have been the bomb all along. In the end, conscious of the fast-
approaching anniversary, I decided that the only way to explain what had happened was to write this book.�

�The evidence painstakingly uncovered and meticulously analysed by Dr Kerr leaves absolutely no room for doubt
that the bomb suitcase was already on the Pan Am luggage container AVE 4041 before the feeder flight from

Frankfurt arrived at Heathrow. Whoever was responsible for the bombing of Pan Am 103, Morag Kerr has
conclusively demonstrated that it was not Abdelbaset al-Megrahi.�

Professor Robert Black, �architect� of the Lockerbie trial at Camp Zeist.

�A remarkable piece of work, comprehensive in its analysis of the evidence and what was missed or hidden and why.� 
James Robertson, author of The Professor of Truth

MORAG G. KERR was born in Lanarkshire, Scotland, in 1953. She qualified as a veterinary surgeon in 1976 �Glasgow University� and
continued post-graduate study in biochemistry. She was awarded a PhD in 1985, and specialised in clinical pathology and laboratory
medicine. Morag taught at the Royal Veterinary College 1982-1988, then worked in private diagnostic laboratories in England and
Scotland. She is the Secretary Depute of �Justice for Megrahi�.
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